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Oslo bedroom is made with solid
wood with a 15 step hand brushed
brown finish. Bed has a
contemporary look with a solid
headboard that shows off the
horizontal panels with polished
aluminum trim.

Briony includes a platform bed that
features a wood grain headboard
and also includes a dresser and
nightstand that both have smooth-
gliding drawers. Dresser stack offers
additional storage space.

This casual group named Woodcreek
from Rotta is crafted in 100% solid
wood, effortlessly blends clean,
contemporary lines with a touch of
rustic warmth in a organic low sheen
brushed grey finish.

Featuring contemporary silhouettes
with rustic appeal, the Midtown
collection offers the perfect balance
of chic design and cozy comfort.
Crafted of solid pine wood. Sleek
angular constrasting legs.

Calling on inspiration from the farm-
to-decor, Carpentry casual dining
presents a clearly rustic casual
aesthetic. Featured in a rich, dynamic
low sheen organic brown finish in a
live edge design.

Carpentry consoles are perfect for a
urban rustic look in your bedroom or
living room. 100% solid wood in a
unique live edge design in a brushed
brown finish. 100% solid wood built.
Sizes 60" 70" 80" 

Milano wall unit offers modern style
with plenty of media storage. The
back panel hosts seven shelves
perfect for home decor and
speakers. The console’s 80 inch
surface is ideal for a flat screen TV. 

Aspen bedroom set is made with solid
wood with a 15 step hand brushed
grey finish. The bed has a modern
look with a solid headboard and
footboard that shows off the
horizontal panels with metal trim
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COMPANY INFORMATION
BFG – BRAZIL FURNITURE GROUP was created in the year of 1998, result of a partnership between two of the most traditional furniture
manufacturers in Brazil, Renar Moveis and Rotta Moveis, both located in the state of Santa Catarina, in the southern part of Brazil.

Renar and Rotta were founded by German and Italian immigrants in the early part of the last century, and today are both administrated by the
fourth generation of the family.

Backed with the technology available at the time, for nearly a century these companies developed themselves as solid and serious companies
that are complying with their social role and participating in the industrial development of Brazil. 

FSC approved. No native tree is cut down for the production of our 100% solid wood products. The natural forests, rivers, streams and springs
are preserved under strict company requirements, and Brazilian environment protection laws. 

BFG offers:

• The best mixed container program for the current days, with 40 different styles of master bedrooms, youth bedrooms, wall units and casual
tables. 

• The best way to flow containers. 

• Fast delivery time. Shorter leadtimes and quicker transit time from Brazil to US when comparing to Asia.

• Door delivered prices
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